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Gauss' Law
Today in class we learned Gauss' law: The net amount of electric field leaving an
area is equal to the amount of charge in that area. If you draw any loop in an
electric field, count up the number of lines leaving that area, and subtract the number of lines entering the
area, then the number you get is also the sum of all the charges in that area.

. 1 In the fields above, some areas have been blanked out.

a) Write in what the net charge must be in each area.

b) Which area do you think must have two opposite charges that cancel out, rather than simply
containing no charges?

. 2 The sketch to the right shows the electric field near
three charges: -19, -23, and +43. How much field is
there far away? That is, how many field lines must end
up going on forever rather than curving back into
another charge?
Hint: Don't count field lines; use Gauss' law and the
amount of charge

. 3 Suppose that I have a charge of -3 C near a charge of +5 C. Below, draw what the field should look
like, using what you know about Gauss' Law and electric fields.



. 4 The goal of this problem is to discover in more detail
what we can tell about two adjacent lines of an
electric field. The field to the right has extra lines
inserted between the main field lines, to give you more
detailed information about the field; four gray lines
represent the amount of electric field produced by one
Coulomb of charge.

A few lines have been drawn in between adjacent dark
field lines, and are labeled with how much field (how
many gray lines) is going though them, and in what
direction. Draw in several more such lines and label
them.

a) When is the amount of field between two lines
zero?

b) When is it one Coulomb's worth?

c) Do you think it is ever possible to have two Coulomb's worth of electric field going through the
space between two lines? (Challenge Problem: Prove this is true.)

. 5 We can use Gauss' law to figure out the equation for the amount of electric field at some distance
away from a single charge.

a) If I am at a distance r away from a charge, the field it produces, at that distance, is spread over the
surface of a sphere or radius r. What is the area of that sphere, in terms of r?

b) The amount of charge required to produce one unit of electric field is given by a special constant ε0

= 1.4×10-9 C. If I have a charge of q Coulombs, how much field in total does it produce, in terms of q
and ε0?

c) How much field is there then at distance r, when this total field is spread out over the surface from
(a)?

d) To find the force on another charge q2 you would multiply the field by q2. What is the equation for
the force between two charges?

e) How is this similar to the gravitational force equation?


